Sterling-Moorman House
Existing Conditions
The Sterling-Moorman House is a
modest Gothic Revival structure built in
1884 and is a primitive structure as
would be expected of that era in Eastern
Washington. However, the gothic
influences bring a level of sophistication
one would not expect of that time here.
The house originally had a separate
cookhouse that became attached when
the addition connected the two buildings
was constructed about 1890.
The house was moved to the site in 2004
to prevent demolition, prior to that it had
been undergone extensive maintenance
in 1996. At its original location it
appears it was built on wood cribbing or
possibly rock pier footings, and not built
on a perimeter foundation of rock or
concrete. The house was sat on a new
concrete masonry foundation and
concrete footings as part of the move.
There are no utilities connected to the
building.

Plumbing was installed in the lean-to
addition very early on, subsequently, the
kitchen and bathroom are located in that
improvement.

Existing early photos indicate a summer
kitchen was connected to the lean-to
addition as well as a storage outbuilding
that was not moved with the house.
Electricity was added around 1900 and
primitive light fixtures as well as outlets
are exposed in most situations with knob
and tube type wiring. Photos indicate a
meter and service to the original
cookhouse. What remains of the existing
service is brought to the kitchen at the
addition and is not useable.

The floor plan of the house is a trigabled L, with the later shed roofed
addition at the back. The original house
is two stories and typical to the style is
steeply pitched. Originally, the roofing
was wood cedar shingles that remain
under the current asphalt composition
shingles. The porch roof and the lean-to
addition are lower sloped with asphalt
composition shingles. The roofing is in
generally good condition. There is one
brick masonry flue penetrating the roof.
It was cut back to the roof line during
the move. It is not lined and inadequate
for any use.

double-hung sash and boxed mouldings.
The bay is capped at the main floor level
with a steeply pitched roof and topped
with a peaked two/over two double-hung
window.

The siding on the original house is 71/4” drop siding, most of which is in
remarkable condition for its age. The
lean-to addition is 5” drop siding.

The top window has an expressive
window hood with built up mouldings.
The east gable has a two over two
window at the main floor and a similar
peaked two over two window above.
Head mouldings cap these two windows.
The front porch has a wood panel door
with large lite and a transom panel of
two small panes. The porch shelters a
large window on the east façade with a
large panel fixed below a 10 lite lozenge
shaped upper unit.

The corners are trimmed in plain trim.
The eaves and fascia are plain with built
up mouldings. The windows and doors
are capped with more expressive
mouldings, consistent with the style. The
street or front façade has a cantilevered
bay window with double two over two

between the two parlors, leaving a large
and tall opening. The locations of old
hinges are visible indicating the doors
swung out into the Front Parlor. This
was practical during cold days and
nights to conserve heat from the wood
stove.

An appropriate wood screen door frame
remains with no insect screen. Plywood
appears to have been added to the eaves,
otherwise all exterior wood trim and
siding appears original.

The Front Parlor interior finishes are
painted wallpaper over horizontal rough
sawn boards. The wallpaper is applied
over a felt like or paper base sheeting.
The floor is wood boards at 5-1/4” with
area rugs nailed to the wood floor. The
base moulding is 9-1/2” of wood, two
piece with a tall bottom piece and a
smaller top cap piece. The door and
window trim is 4-3/8” painted wood.
Doors are 4 panel with 2 tall panels over
two smaller panels.

The mouldings described above are in
good condition, slight variances are
evident in different locations.

The double doors described above used
to swing into the space. A center light
fixture has been removed and two
electrical outlets are remaining. The
electrical work was a later addition,
circa1900.

The main floor consists of a small front
entry and staircase to the upper floor, a
front parlor, a back parlor with small
room off to the side and in the lean-to
addition, a kitchen and bathroom. The
finishes are multi-layered wallpaper with
painted rough sawn baseboard and
window and door trim. It appears a
double set of doors was removed

The Library is a side room off the Back
Parlor and is consistent with the other
two Main Level Rooms except the wood
base is a one-piece wood base. The
center light fixture is removed and an
extension cord punched through the wall
remains for electric service.

The Back Parlor (original Kitchen) is
consistent with the Front Parlor,
including wood flooring, two piece
wood base and wallpaper over vertical
boards.

There is a masonry chimney covered in
wallpaper. The center light fixture is
removed and one outlet remains. The
west window has more elaborate trim
detailing than the others. This room was
likely originally used for winter cooking
and had primitive cupboards or storage,
the wood stove and a table.

The Upper Floor contains three
bedrooms and a corridor. The walls are
horizontal rough boards with wallpaper.
The corridor walls are vertical one piece
boards with wallpaper both sides. In
effect, the walls are only 1” thick
between the Bedrooms and between the
Corridor. The floor base material is
rough single wood moulding. The floors
are wood 5 ¼” wide. The doors are 4
over 4 panels, taller above. There are
simple center hung bare light bulb
holders at each room.

Surface mount wiring is evident at the
bedrooms and the corridor. The ceilings
are a 1/8” thick cementitious board with
a horsehair product.

The Main Floor back rooms, Kitchen
and Bathroom, are the later addition and
contain different materials. The wood
floors are 3 ¼” wide with linoleum
sheeting, single piece wood base,
wallpaper on vertical wood boards and
plaster on lath ceiling. One center
electrical fixture and a 220 outlet for a
range.
The Bathroom has plywood and batten
ceiling and wall finish, painted, and
linoleum floor covering, and 5 panel,
horizontal door.
The existing structure did not originally
contain electrical service and what
remains was a later upgrade. The
existing structure did not contain
plumbing. The back addition appears to
be renovated for the bathroom at a date
later than its initial construction, because
the exterior windows are part of a
renovation, the existing siding is
modified.

When the building was moved to its
present location, no utilities where
connected to the house. The new
foundation is concrete masonry
construction, there is a three inch line
around the foundation from new exposed
double plates, part of the new foundation
work.

Sterling-Moorman House
Identification of Important Structural
Features and Distinctive Qualities of
the Property
The house is of typical framing methods
employed by a carpenter of the era.
Framing is of rough boards probably
sawn locally. The walls are balloon
framing in that the studs are full length
to the rake of the roof. Further
investigation may reveal areas in need of
structural repairs, but the general
condition of framing materials is good.
The original house Main Floor framing
is unique in that it is framed of hand
hewn beams with peg & tenon joinery.
These are 2 X 6 members at 24” on
center. The girder beams are 6 X 6
members. The framing is in very good
condition.

The house is identified as Gothic
Revival. In reality the double hung
windows and the hood detailing over
them are the identifying gothic elements.
Without them this would be a simple trigabled ell, Western Farmhouse,
Homestead style of early pioneer
development. Because of this fact, the
windows are the most important visual
element of the structure. Every effort
must be made to protect and preserve
them as they exist rather than replace
with new.

Other elements that may require further
investigation are exterior paint colors
and interior wallpaper designs. The
exterior paint can be examined for the
first coat applied for authentic matching,
if this is desired or a representative color
scheme of the era selected. Then, as
today, sometimes you select a material
because it happens to be available and
therefore not necessary to exactly
replicate, such as paint colors. The
original wall paper is identifiable behind
the wood trim. There are manufacturers
providing reproduction papers that are
suitable for selection.
The stair newel post and balustrade is
gone. Research to determine a suitable
style for replacement by either a stock
product or custom fabrication is
required. A simple design can be
expected to replace the original.

The house is a very primitive structure
and does not contain any elements of a
high style or extremely fine detailing or
craftsmanship.
Diagonal 2 X 6 bracing should be
provided at the crawl space.

Sterling-Moorman House
Identification and analysis of the
significant factors affecting the
preservation of the property.
There are two inter-related significant
factors affecting the preservation of the
property. The first is the importance of
the windows as stated in the previous
section. The preservation and
maintenance of the wood sash windows
is paramount for the success of the
project. This is an important factor
affecting the preservation of the property
for two reasons. The first reason is the
aesthetic considerations important to this
building and its identification with the
Gothic Revival style, this style’s rarity in
the Pacific Northwest, and the element
of verticality that is produced by the
window design.

The second reason is the importance of
making the windows more energy

efficient in a total design scheme to
address the Washington Energy Code.
The second significant factor is the
requirement of providing modern HVAC
systems to allow the building to be used
in a public manor and maintain the
integrity of items and artifacts on display
there.
The addition of modern systems into an
historic structure is not ever easy, it is
compounded here by the relative small
size of this house and the spaces
required for mechanical equipment and
ductwork. Bringing modern HVAC
systems into an historic structure also
means adding insulation for energy

efficiency. That brings into question the
use and location of a vapor barrier in

ceiling, wall and floor systems.
Insulation can be provided in those
spaces or cavities, however, the window
and door openings thus become the weak
link in the overall efficiency because of
their inherent need to be operable, gaps
between surfaces for air infiltration, and
u values (thermal transmittance) greater
than other building materials and
systems.
When the house was built the technology
of the age did not produce air-tight
buildings, there was only a moderate
difference between internal and external
temperatures. Single paned windows
and the lack of or limitations of early
insulation, along with architectural
features such as cupolas, transoms, and
operable windows allowed sufficient air
movement to keep buildings well
ventilated.
The twentieth century saw intensive
development of new technologies and
the notion of fully integrating
mechanical systems. Oil and gas
furnaces were improved and made more
efficient, with electricity becoming the
critical source of power for buildings.
The insulating qualities of building
materials has improved. The use of
vapor barriers to control moisture
migration, thermally efficient windows,
caulking and gaskets and continued
efficiency of HVAC systems with
computer integration has lead to
dramatic increases in comfort in
buildings.
The introduction of these new systems in
older buildings is not without problems,
however and may be damaging to
historic resources. Energy retrofit
measures, such as installing exterior wall
insulation and vapor barriers or the

sealing of operable windows, ultimately
affect the performance and can reduce
the life of aging historic materials.

Sterling-Moorman House
Recommendations
Initial objectives of the preservation
project are to provide HVAC, insulation
and electrical power to the house before
any work is undertaken on finishes.
Demolition of the upper floor ceiling and
the addition ceiling is the first step to
this work. Mechanical and electrical
rough in can be completed before the
insulation is installed and new 5/8”
gypsum wallboard installed.

HVAC- Mechanical
The original house was heated with a
wood stove and with the addition was
probably supplemented with some form
of electric resistance heat as that became
available and popular. The brick
chimney is a remnant of the wood form
of heating. The chimney top was cut
back during the house move to clear
power lines and should be restored to
similar form as to what is shown by the
early photo of the house. No intention is
made of restoring the chimney to
working condition.

The crawl space has adequate height to
provide space for a modern horizontal

gas furnace. The location is chosen
because ductwork would be run in the
crawl space anyway, so it makes sense to
put the furnace there to conserve space
and to keep it out of view. A possible
option would be to locate a vertical
furnace in the bathroom at the addition.
The vent for combustion gases could run
up a small chase at the kitchen and run
through the existing chimney to
penetrate the roof. The vent is a double
walled metal B vent, or two 3” PVC
pipes depending on the efficiency of the
furnace. Either type would exit the
chimney with flashing and vent cap at
the top. If installed in the crawlspace, a
concrete housekeeping pad would be
poured over a vapor barrier on the dirt
floor. The vapor barrier should be
continuous over the entire floor and run
up along the outside walls. The concrete
floor should be 2”-3” thick minimum
and at least 10’ X 10’ where the furnace
will be located or possibly the entire
floor area. The ductwork would run
along the exterior walls, with floor
registers located typically under the
Main Floor window locations. A
vertical supply duct could be run up
through the bathroom space to the upper
floor and access that level. A return air
duct would be located somewhere near
the center of the Main Floor, possibly
near the stairs, to provide return air. One
of the existing foundation vents would
be utilized for ducted fresh air to the
furnace, the others would be left open
for combustion air. A condensing unit
would be installed to provide air
conditioning through the furnace, and
would be placed out away from the
house at the outbuilding.
The crawl space requires insulation one
of two ways. The first would be to
insulate under the main level floor and

provide a cold crawl space. This is
practical because we are not planning to
bring water lines into the building. The
advantage to this would be isolating the
heat loss to just the footprint of the
building floor. The disadvantage is you
have to insulate the ductwork run in the
crawlspace since it is in a cold space,
and the furnace efficiency will be 81%
or lower to prevent condensing water,
which could freeze.
The other option would be to insulate the
concrete masonry walls and provide a
warm crawl space. The advantage here,
is the ductwork would not need to be
insulated and a high efficiency furnace
could be used. The disadvantage is
additional heat loss, since you are
insulating the foundation walls and the
under side of the porch, because it is also
above the crawlspace.

The crawl space should be provided with
an insulated 16 gauge hollow metal door
and frame, custom sized to fit the
opening to prevent access to the space
by unwanted animals, dirt and debris.
Several incandescent bulb holders with
outlets should be provided for
maintenance personnel in the space. No
storage should be allowed in the crawl
space.
Insulation must be added to the existing
structure to bring it up to date with the
current energy code requirements. The
crawl space insulation is discussed
above. The walls can be insulated by
removing the top horizontal board at the
interior ceiling line, and blowing in
cellulose loose fill. The same procedure
can be used at the Upper Level,
however, the sloped ceiling provides a
challenge to the sloping portion of the

ceiling. At these locations insulation
batts must be fitted between the rafters,
with the sloped ceiling in place.
Additionally, the space must have a 1”
air space above for ventilation. This
may be best accomplished when roofing
replacement is planned. At the flat
ceiling, Upper Level, the ceiling material
is a ¼” cementitious material that can be
removed and loose fill or batts added, in
conjunction with the sloped ceiling batts.
This is a good time to evaluate the
structural condition of the roof rafters. If
structurally deficient rafters are
discovered they should be removed and
replaced or new lumber sistered
alongside existing rafters. The ceiling
would be covered with 5/8” gypsum
wallboard after insulation, HVAC
ductwork and electrical work completed.

At the addition, the Kitchen and
Bathroom ceiling is plywood and battens
over lath and plaster. This can be
removed, the attic insulated with loose
fill or batts, HVAC work installed,
power conduits installed and 5/8”
gypsum wallboard installed over the
existing rafters. While the ceiling
material is removed, this is a good time
to evaluate the condition of all the roof
rafters.

ELECTRICAL
Existing conditions
The original house was built prior to
electrical service to the area, which was
approximately 1900? est. Kerosene
lighting was utilized initially until
electrical power was available. When
power lines were run to Cheney and
electrical power made available it was a
retro-fit approach to existing structures.
There is no attic access hatch for getting
power to ceiling fixtures or down to wall
outlets. The ceiling will be removed for
insulation and the wiring could be run
then.
Because there was not electrical power
when the house was built one approach
would be that reproduction imitation gas
light fixtures should used, such as wall
sconces. This would imitate the original
era and be authentic as possible to the
trained eye. The kitchen space was a
later date and thus could be outfitted
with early simple fixtures, a center
ceiling hung and other wall sconces.

At the Sterling-Moorman House, Main
Level it was possible to run conduits
from the crawl space below and fished to
the ceiling fixtures from wall spaces.
Where not readily accessed from the
crawl space or fished through wall
spaces it had to be surfaced mounted,
such as is evident at the ceiling at the
Upper Level.

The other approach would be to provide
reproduction fixtures more toward the
1900’s era and would provide more light
and better resolve life safety issues. This
approach would be more practical
because it provides adequate lighting for
the use, there are more fixtures available,
it would represent the time period (preWorld War 1) we are working with
towards the restoration and the electrical
service was provided approximately only
15 years after the initial construction.
Electrical service can be brought from
the nearest overhead line and
transformer at the alley to the north. It
can be brought underground to the house
with a meter exposed at the addition

with a 200 amp panel box at the north
wall of the bathroom and a 100 amp subpanel to feed the Summer Kitchen. Or
power can be brought underground to
the new outbuilding, with a meter and
200 amp panel located there and an
underground line brought to the house
with a 100 amp sub-panel at the new
Utility Room. However the power is
brought in would depend on which
comes first, the new construction for the
outbuilding or the house renovation.
Power from the outbuilding would more
closely replicate what was done at the
original site. From the panel, wiring can
be run to the crawl space for Main Level
outlets preferably located in the floor.
Conduits can be run up the wall chase
before the insulation work above is
being done and fished to the center of
the room for light fixtures locations. At
the Upper Level, conduits can be
brought up the wall chase at the Bath
Room to the attic above the original
house. There it can be fished down to
wall outlets and ceiling light fixture
locations, or surface mount conduits can
be utilized for a demonstration of how
the original lighting was provided. The
conduits should be wire and cable. The
proposed main entrance/exit at the
Kitchen Room at the addition may need
to be provided with a lighted exit sign.
All of the lighting circuits may be
brought back to one switch at the panel
for ease of turning on and off at the
appropriate start and end of the day.
The outbuilding would be supplied with
power from the main panel and run in
the attic and wall chases to locations as
needed. Reproduction antique style
fixtures appropriate to the era would be
installed there also.

Other site lighting would be designed as
needed to illuminate walkways, light the
building and provide power to outdoor
locations.
There are several manufacturers of
appropriate reproduction lighting,
including Rejuvenation, Portland, Or;
Antique Hardware & Home, S.D. and
Brasslight, WI. Rejuvenation also
manufactures other houseparts that
include hardware, cabinet hardware,
picture hooks, shelf brackets, heat
register grilles, drapery rods, switch
plates and push-button switches.

EXTERIOR
The existing front porch is deteriorating
and should be replaced. The floor
boards are deteriorating, and a
replacement stair is required from the
building being moved to its present site.
The existing roof structure should be
supported and the flooring removed,
floor joists inspected and the flooring
replaced with fir t&g of similar widths
and spaced as recommended. A good
quality deck paint should be applied per
the manufacture’s instructions.

The existing siding is in exceptionally
good condition for its age, probably
because a major preservation effort was
made in the mid 1990’s. The exterior
maintenance should become a priority
because of the age of the wood
materials.

The front porch stairs should be re-built
per the International Building Code,
Section 1009, STAIRWAYS. Three 2 X
12 stringers should be used to support
the treads and the risers, no open risers
permitted. Stair risers shall be 7”
maximum and treads shall be 11”
minimum. The minimum width of the
stair shall be 44”. Stairways require
handrails on both sides and shall be per
Section 1012 HANDRAILS of the IBC.
The handrails shall be mounted not less
than 34” or greater than 38” above the
tread nosings.
If the grade is less than 30” below the
porch deck, no guardrails are required.
This grade can be accomplished by
bringing the grade up with landscaping
and/or retaining walls.

While the siding appears to have a good
coat of paint, it will require re-painting
soon. Scrape off loose and flaking paint.
Sand flat surfaces, reset nails and putty
holes. Prime with quality oil based
primer. Current technology in latex
paint is preferred for topcoat, because of
its weather ability and because it allows
water vapor to escape easier than an oil
based paint. National Park Service,
Preservation Brief #10 Exterior Paint
Problems on Historic Woodwork does
not concur with this but prefers oil based
paint. The Washington State
Department of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation recognizes the debate and
recommends the best quality of paint
either oil or latex.
There should be an immediate effort to
re-condition the wood sash windows.
The wood window sash shall be
removed and restored to near original
condition. Restore frames. Free any
paint stuck sash to restore normal
operation. Cut around perimeter of each
sash with a scribe, knife, or putty knife-

edge, then break sash free by light
tapping with a 2 x4 block and hammer.
Replace any damaged parting stops in
double hung frames. Replace broken
sash cord and re-attach weights. The
surfaces should be scraped of loose paint
only, sanded to level and smooth the
surfaces, brushed with boiled linseed oil
cut with a small amount of turpentine,
especially end grain of the wood. Do
not paint runs for double hung sash, but
treat with clear penetrating waterrepellant preservative and paraffin.
Frames and sash edges should only be
lightly painted. Use oil based primer
and oil based top coats, semi-gloss
finish. The leaded lozenge shaped panes
at the front porch is in excellent
condition and should be protected to
keep in that condition during
construction processes.

Provide wood sash glazed storm
windows with full height glass or twopiece glass with wood muntins to
correspond with the sash of the windows

behind. Brush new storm windows with
boiled linseed oil cut with turpentine,
especially end grain, prime with oil
based primer and oil based topcoat,
semi-gloss finish. Provide reproduction
hardware appropriate to use. After
painting, install concealed weatherstripping.

Exterior doors should be removed from
frames and restored to near original
condition. Remove any non-functioning
hardware. Scrape loose paint and sand
flat surfaces. Remove paint from
hardware. Lightly paint the surfaces
with oil-based paint, semi-gloss. Seal
top and bottom edges of doors with paint
before installing. Install weather
stripping on all exterior doors.

Restore the frames same as doors. Refit
and re-hang doors to restore full
operation and proper clearances.
The existing screen door is in
serviceable condition. It should be rescreened with traditional bronze or
painted galvanized screen cloth and not
plastic, aluminum, or glass fiber fabric.
Re-hang with original hardware or
replacement with traditional style, screen
porch door hardware.

Replacement door and window hardware
shall closely match the original items
wherever practical. Keep hardware in
proper adjustment and operation, lightly
lubricated to reduce wear and provide
smooth, noiseless, operation. Remove
paint from existing hardware surfaces.
If a new exterior door is provided at the
north, provide with accurate
reproduction hardware for security. If
the original side entrance is used for the
main entrance, replace the hardware with
accurate reproduction hardware for
security.
Inspect existing glazing annually for
deterioration of glazing putty, cracked
and broken glass, and weathering of
wood frame members. Re-glaze where
glass is broken or putty setting is
cracked and loose. Touch up weathered
paint. Glass with minor cracks,
otherwise sound and inconspicuous,
does not have to be replaced. Annual
window cleaning should include the

inspection of glass and frames. Cleaning
of glass with a very mild abrasive like
Bon Ami will keep the surface free of
oxidation build-up which cannot be
removed by liquid glass cleaners. Never
use the coarser cleaners and abrasives on
glass.
The leaded glass window at the porch
requires special care. Leaded glass
lights eventually loosen as the lead
cames oxidize and deform. Restoration
of leaded glass lites is a job for a skilled
stained glass restorer and should not be
done by a volunteer or ordinary
carpenter or glazer.

The top surface of the hood moulding
over the front Upper Level gothic
pointed window is approximately 6”
wide and protected only by caulking and
paint. This could be flashed, provided
with roofing strips, or re-caulk and paint
to prevent water infiltration.

The existing eaves appear to have a
plywood soffit piece installed. There is
no eave ventilation which has been an
acceptable condition with no insulation.
With insulation, a vented attic is
required. Remove inappropriate soffit
piece, provide continuous insect cloth
vent and replace with pre-primed wood
soffit piece.

The existing roofing is in serviceable
condition. After any work that may be
required on the roof is finished, then
consider roof replacement. The original
steep pitched roofing is asphalt
composition over wood shingles.
Remove both layers and evaluate the

condition of the wood skip sheathing,
replace pieces as needed. Verify or
install batt insulation at the sloped
portion of the Upper Level. A 1”
ventilation space is required between the
insulation and skip sheathing. The skip
sheathing allows the cedar shingles to
dry out uniformly and is required. Do
not re-sheath in plywood or osb sheet
products.

Replace the cedar shingles with No. 1
western red cedar shingles. Dip treat the
bundles in water repellant preservative
before application. Provide a continuous
ridge vent along the ridge to finish it off.
At the low slope porch and rear addition,
remove composition shingles and wood
shingles, verify condition of the skip
sheathing and replace roofing with metal
sheet roofing, 16” to 20” width, 22
gauge, flat locked and soldered
connection or concealed fastener system.
Provide drip edge, starter roll, and hip
ridge. The upper edge should be capped
with a wall flashing and ventilation
detail.

an intent on recovering a large piece of
original paper for use in selecting a
replacement pattern for each room. The
existing paper is installed over a
cellulose liner over horizontal wood (1 X
8) boards. The wood boards are being
disturbed for insulation processes
described above.

Interior

Replace the wood boards after insulation
with the originals, or new boards if
splintering and damage occurs during
removal. Remove any deteriorating
surfaces, re-set nails, plane high spots
and install new felt or cellulose liner.
Paint with vapor barrier paint and new
wallpaper.

The interior walls and ceilings are for
the most part multiple layers of
wallpaper that is torn, buckled and
pieces missing. Remove all loose,
buckled, uneven wallpaper surfaces with

The interior floors are wood strip
flooring. The original house floor
boards are 5-1/4” wide and the addition
floor boards are 3-1/4” wide. They are
covered with area rugs nailed to the

wood boards. Remove the area rugs.
Inspect the wood floor for nails, defects,
and loose boards. Sand any obtrusive
locations. Repaint with a good quality
floor and deck enamel.
Existing interior door hardware shall be
retained despite any functionality issues,
it may not be necessary to close doors in
their frames. Remove paint carefully
from hardware. Oil hardware and all
working parts.

Remove paint from interior doors if not
able to close, and if required, only
remove paint as necessary. Use of a heat
gun outside of the building would be
recommended. Scrape and sand surfaces
as necessary, but not the entire door.
Repaint door panels, stiles, rails, frame
and trim.
Where the ceilings have been removed
for mechanical and electrical
installation, provide 5/8” drywall, 2 coat
tape and “smooth” texture. Paint with
vapor barrier paint and wallpaper as
required. Because there will not be any
cooking, showering or large groups of
people, I believe the vapor barrier paint
applied over the liner layer will provide
an adequate vapor barrier without
replacement of historical materials.

Site Development
The house was moved to this site, so it
does not have the appearance of having
grown in to the landscape as a house
would of this age. There is a large fir
tree at the front and flowering plum
street trees at the side street.

There must be ADA accessibility to the
house and the proposed outbuilding.
The outbuilding is intended to replicate a
carriage house or summer kitchen as was
originally on the property with the
house. Historically there was also an
outhouse associated with early houses.
It is intended to house new ADA
accessible toilet rooms, cleaning
supplies and an outdoor kitchen display
space as well as possible garden tool
storage. The outbuilding will be
developed to appear as old as the
original construction, possibly more
rustic as an outbuilding in a rural setting.
The access will be by a 5’ wide concrete
or brick paver walk at the rear of the
property. The grade there is relatively
flat and does not require extensive
excavation or ramping. Access to the
house would be through the existing
kitchen door or another option would be
where the old cookhouse adjoined the
structure at the north end through a new
opening. The second proposal would
require a lot less concrete walk, would

provide a new wood door and new
hardware for better security.
At the 2nd Street access, a new concrete
walk and set of stairs would be built to
the existing front porch. Presently the
grade from the front of the porch down
to the sidewalk is 4’-0”. If the grade is
30” or less, a guardrail would not have
to be built around the porch.

By building a rock landscaping wall or
other device we could avoid the
guardrail and keep the grade from being
excessively steep. A dry stacked basalt
rock wall would be inexpensive and
similar to others in the neighborhood.
Basalt is locally available. Other
landscaping amenities that could be
developed include an ornamental iron or
wood picket fence at the 2nd Street side,
a pedestrian bench at the corner and a
sign indicating information on the house.
It has been proposed that the local
garden club could become involved with

a garden and planting project at the
house. A garden space could be at the
back off the outbuilding and period
landscaping developed for the whole
site.
Period plantings will be researched and
recommended for the small site. These
may include plantings like Honey locust
tree, lilac, bridal wreath spirea, and
Oregon Grape. Garden plantings would
include rhubarb, asparagus, strawberries
and raspberries and possibly herbs.

Locations for two new trees would be
recommended. That would be to the
west to provide shade in the summer hot
afternoons, and cut down on air
conditioning costs. That façade looks
rather spare and landscaping would help
it fit in. The trees should be away from
the house and not a type that would
buckle the sidewalk. No large shrubs
should be against the foundation of the
house. Only perennials and annuals
near the foundation as was typical of the
period. Sprinkler systems should not
water the side of the house but be drip
type against the foundation only. Hoses
with a hand moveable sprinkler may be a
better choice because of accuracy and to
prevent damage from un-regulated use.
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Finishes
Wood Floors
Painted fir flooring and steps require light sanding and repainting as required to renew the protective
finish. Floor paint should be high quality floor enamel and not one of the newer urethane enamels unless
all of the wood is new, not refinished.
Carpet
The protection given to wood flooring by carpets and runners depends on the type of foot traffic
permitted, its amount and the interpretation goals for the house. The use of rubber, plastic, and carpet
traffic runners is detrimental to maintaining the most desirable appearance of a historic house when an
accurate historic condition is to be maintained. Some houses use a minimum of such protective runners,
preferring to use suitable modern carpet reproductions where the public circulates. Generally, most
historic house museums provide some form of traffic runner or carpet protection for their wood floors.
Best are area rugs with non-slip backing. Carpeting can be tailored to define approved traffic paths. A
reproduction oriental carpet or a broadloom carpet is used which appears appropriate for then house but is
an expendable replaceable item of furnishing and not an antique. The use of carpet runners to define
acceptable paths and standing areas for visitors is often combined with light barrier ropes to direct people
through open rooms where this type of accessibility is permitted and other measures have been taken to
prevent theft and damage to furnishings and objects. Extraordinary flooring protection measures, boot
scrapers, heavy duty carpets, and shoe cleaning matts, may be required at the entrance to intercept dirt
before it enters the house.
Linoleum
Suitable replacement for the old battleship linoleum at the Kitchen and Bathroom/Utility is Marmoleum, a
single sheet, color all the way through linoleum product currently being very popular in schools and other
high traffic uses. This high traffic area will require just a frequent mopping to keep looking clean.
Paint
Maintain a small stock of touch up paint in tightly sealed and fully labeled cans for all paints used in
restoration work. Maintain painted woodwork by dry and damp cleaning using mild cleansers and
detergents as required. Abrasives will dull semi-gloss enamel finishes.
Wallpaper
Replacement wallpapers are becoming more and more available, including suitable stock patterns and
colors as well as custom manufactured reproductions to order. The stock patterns are generally available
custom color matched to order. Suppliers include Braunschweig & Fills, Anderson/Douglas, and
Bradbury & Bradbury.
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Proposed Outbuilding
It is proposed to build as new construction, representing the period of the house, a utilitarian outbuilding.
The outbuilding is proposed to be to the north of the house, possibly connected by a roof covering, such
as in a breezeway. The historical correctness is appropriate, the house was built with a cookhouse and the
addition attached the house to the cookhouse. The roof forms were not very appropriate, the addition roof
sloped into the cookhouse roof. (See historical photos). Originally, the house did not have plumbing and
an outhouse was used, the cookhouse was used in summer, a wood stove in the early house was used in
winter.
The project requires both Men’s and Women’s ADA accessible toilet rooms. This proposal would
provide space for them and a Janitor’s Closet appropriate for the whole house use in storage of supplies
and a janitor’s mop sink with mop holders, broom storage, vacuum storage and cleaning supplies. A
small garden tool storage area would be included to maintain the grounds. The large space would be for
summer kitchen displays and use for demonstration projects, and other uses as the community may deem
appropriate here. The space would have two large sliding doors that would open up to the street side,
bringing people into the space off the street.
The old cookhouse had an access off the original house. I would propose that we put a new entrance into
the Kitchen space off the addition. It would serve as the main, primary entrance to the house. It would be
provided with a new historically accurate door and hardware for strength in use and security. The
Kitchen is the largest space in the house and would provide a more appropriate entry experience than
either of the other historical entrances. This proposal also would use less area for concrete walks to enter
the building., is closer to the outbuilding and the street and preserves the east area of the site for garden
and landscaping. The grade from the street to the outbuilding and connection to the house here is
relatively flat and capable of providing an accessible route of travel.
Materials for the outbuilding would be historically appropriate as much as possible. Wood sash double
hung windows, roof rafters exposed, roofing as used for the house and wooden barn doors. Siding could
be horizontal drop like the house or more rural rustic board and batten rough sawn boards.
The electrical service can be brought to the outbuilding first with a 200 amp panel and meter and then fed
to the house or brought to the house and fed to the outbuilding. Depending on which work is proposed
first would indicate this phasing. Period lighting would round out the design.
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Steps to minimize the potential impact
of the proposed work on the property’s
historic character
The biggest obstacle to a successful
project with the house would be to have
volunteers or contractors working on the
house who do not understand the
significance of the house historically or
the ramifications of the work they are
doing on the project. This is not a house
“flip” as seen on HGTV. Education of
everyone involved prior to the work they
do is critical. It would be important to
have a pre-work conference at the site to
discuss important issues, such as what is
needed, the degree of required care and
interpretation of what is planned, to have
a clear understanding of expected
results. This is the time to answer
questions and make clarifications to
organized tasks. Co-ordination with
other people and trades working on the
project is required. Decisions should not
be made on the job site by workers new
to the project.

Because the house is a primitive
structure, there should not be too many
issues regarding damaged or destroyed
materials through the restoration work.

Windows should be protected, especially
the leaded glass window at the front
porch. Excessive abrasive techniques
should not be used on window sash,
frames, interior trim, floors or the
exterior siding for paint removal.

Vapor barriers have been discussed, their
installation and significance can not be
understated with insulation being added
to the structure. If a vapor barrier paint
is used, it should be installed per the
manufacturer’s instruction and with a
paint thickness as required to do the job,
installed consistently on each required
surface.

Ernest K. Robeson, Architect
15504 N. Fircrest Circle
Spokane, WA 99208
509.467.8830
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Sterling-Moorman House Preservation Project
City of Cheney
Cheney Historic Preservation Committee
Preliminary Cost Estimate
Division 1- General Requirements
Building Permit
Water/sewer utility fees
Electrical utility fees

$ 1,000
$ 4,600
$ 830

Division 2-Site Work
Demolition (volunteer labor)
Landscaping (volunteer labor, materials only)

$ 250
$ 3,000

Division 4-Masonry
Masonry chimney repair

$ 2,000

Division 7-Thermal & Moisture Protection
Insulation,
ridgid at crawl space, blown in walls and ceiling $ 6,000
Exterior repairs, porch, steps, siding
$ 4,000
Division 8-Doors & Windows
Repairs, hardware, storm windows

$11,000

Division 9-Finishes
Interior Main Floor finishes
Interior Upper Floor finishes
Milwork, stairs, railings
Kitchen & Bath cabinets

$
$
$
$

9,000
8,000
4,000
4,000
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Division 15-Mechanical
HVAC

$ 13,000

Division 16-Electrical
Service, panel basic wiring
Lighting fixtures (variable quality)
Security & Fire Alarm
Total First Phase Construction Cost

$ 3,500
$ 2,000
$ 6,000
$82,180

Alternate-Summer Kitchen
Approximately 12 X 14 = 168 s.f. X $150 = $25,000 low to $35,000 high
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Ernest K. Robeson, Architect
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Sterling-Moorman House Preservation Project
City of Cheney
Cheney Historic Preservation Committee
Preliminary Cost Estimate
REVISED COST ESTIMATE
Revised cost estimate for the Summer House-Outbuilding after Schematic Design Phase.
28’-0” X 12’-0” = 336 square feet X $ 125.00 per square foot = $ 42,000.
Including concrete walks, concrete foundations, concrete floor slab, framing, finishes,
electrical and plumbing. Not included, heat and cabinets, fixtures for the summer
kitchen, furnishings.
Additional site amenities including rock walls, plantings, garden development, signage,
fencing and site lighting would be additional costs after design.
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Recommendations for Further Study
Further investigation is required before
selection of exterior paint colors and
interior wallpaper designs. The exterior
paint can be examined for the first coat
applied for authentic matching, if this is
desired or a representative color scheme
of the era. It may be that a historically
accurate color selection is desired
without following the original paint
scheme. National Park Service
“Preservation Brief # 10 Exterior Paint
Problems on Historic Woodwork”
prefers oil based paint for exterior top
coat. The author has read of current
technology preferring latex topcoat over
oil based primer for the exterior surface
to better breath with an interior vapor
barrier. Further research will be
conducted and a recommendation made.
The original wall paper is identifiable
behind the wood trim. There are
manufacturers providing reproduction
papers that are suitable for selection.
Interior wood trim may be investigated
for original paint scheme or a paint
scheme selected after the wallpaper
color and pattern is selected.

Research to determine a suitable style
for replacement of the stair newel post
and balustrade by either a stock product
or custom fabrication is required. A
simple design can be expected to replace
the original.

The method of insulating the crawl space
will be further researched and
recommendations made.
The landscaping and site design
development will be further researched
and more detail provided.

Sterling-Moorman House
Materials, Selected Restoration and Replacement
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